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Introduction

Selling on Amazon can be a daunting
task,  but Jakub and his team will help
you get started or improve your Amazon
store.

We can help you find suppliers and
products while  managing your listings,
pricing, and fulfillment.

We will also provide you with the
necessary tools  and resources to help
you succeed. With our  support, you will
be able to focus on growing your 
 business and reaching your goals.

Perflare Team

Jakub Filipcsik

Jakub Filipcsik is a leading authority on Amazon
Wholesale Partnership success. With over 5 years of

experience in the field, Jakub is an expert in
navigating Amazon and finding the best partners
and products for your wholsale business. He has

helped clients big and small to maximize their
success in Amazon sales.



What is Amazon
FBA wholesale?

Amazon Wholesale is a business model that
enables wholesalers to purchase existing
branded products in bulk at discounted prices
and then resell them for profit. This model
allows you to leverage lower prices from the
manufacturer or supplier, offering more
competitive rates to your customers. With
Amazon Wholesale, businesses can maximize
their potential profits while still offering
customers great deals.
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The Process

Research and
Sourcing

 The first step involves
searching for

products on Amazon
that sell well based on
current Amazon sales

.

Supplier Research
Relationship Development

We will set up wholesale
accounts and get price lists

from suppliers.

Discover Profitable
Products

We will scan those
inventory lists to

find good,
profitable products.

Product Listings
We will order those
products and list
them on Amazon

in your store.

Selling and
Monitoring

Once they arrive
to Amazon, we

start selling, keep
monitoring the

price etc.

Maintain and
Scale

From there, we
repeat the

previous steps to
maintain or scale

your business.
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Career Timeline

Future 

Preparation
and Planning.
Beginning of
the research

Supplier Research
Wholesale Relationship

Development

Increase suppliers,
products, and profits.

Step 1
1ˢᵗ month

Step 2
2-6 months

Step 3
7-12 months



Our Results





COACHING BASIC STANDARD

Pricing
Explain the pricing method for each variation  of your
product or service.

We build and manage your Amazon Business
from scratch
240 suppliers researched and contacted
monthly on your behalf
Opening wholesale accounts with suppliers
Scanning and analyzing supplier's pricelists
Making purchase orders
Inventory management
Personal weekly update calls
20% profit share
Excel accounting
Access to our Slack channel for fast customer
service
Invitation to our CRM system
Ungating brands/categories

We build and manage your Amazon Business
from scratch
480 suppliers researched and contacted
monthly on your behalf
Opening wholesale accounts with suppliers
Scanning and analyzing supplier's pricelists
Making purchase orders
Inventory management
Personal weekly update calls
15% profit share
Accounting (Amazon integrated accounting
software)
Access to our Slack channel for fast customer
service
Invitation to our CRM system
Ungating brands/categories
Competitor price tracking
Access to already vetted suppliers and best-
selling products
Auto repricing to maximize profits

40$ / hour 2400$ / month 3200$ / month

Comprehensive strategies for success on the
Amazon Wholesale platform 
Personalized guidance to ensure optimal
results 
Professional insights into the ins and outs of
Amazon Wholesale 
Expert advice on how to get the most out of
your Amazon Wholesale business 
Comprehensive review of your current
strategy to identify areas of improvement
Resourceful tips and tricks to maximize
efficiency in every step



Questions?

What do you need from me?
Business Registration (LLC)  
Resale Certificate/Seller's Permit 
EIN 
Amazon Seller Account 
Website 
Two Business Emails 
Capital of $10,000 for Placing Orders  
Access to Your Seller Central 
Copies of the Above Documents Saved Somewhere for Later
Use
Separate Credit Card for Amazon Expenses (Orders, Prep
Centers, etc.)

When can I expect to see a profit?
In reality, every business takes 6-12 months to get up and
running. Profit margins are 10% to 40%.

How much should I budget?
For orders, a minimum of 10000 dollars is recommended in
addition to our setup and maintenance fees.


